Let’s shape our university together
STUDENTS,

... who engage actively for our fellow students
... who are down to impact and to shape the TUM of tomorrow
... who come from different semesters, subjects and study programs
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT

- Representation of the interests of students concerning sustainability, e.g.: Vision 2030
- Point of contact for questions about sustainability
- Realisation of diverse project for a more sustainable university life
Environment

Plant a Seed
Urban-Gardening-Project at the campuses city centre and Weihenstephan

Lecture Series Environment
Interdisciplinary lecture series about current topics of sustainability held in English
DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHING
➢ Improvement of study programs, statutes and modules
➢ Appointment of new professors

NETWORKING
Cooperations across various networks for improvement of our coverage and our work
STUDY ROOMS
- StudiTUM Houses for all students
- Registration via TUMonline
- Initiated, administrated and financed by us – remarks are always welcome!
Development of our Campuses

**INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY**
- Barrier-free campuses
- Rooms for prayer, family rooms, ...

**CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT**

Collaboration for improvements of equipments and offered services around the campuses
Further Services

**Ticket Sales**
- Events of student councils and from us
- tufilm

**Rentable Devices**
We offer the possibility to rent laptops or calculators for your classes and thesis.
OUR EVENTS

TUNIX
Mir nix, Bier nix
Super Bowl
FS-Partys

GARNIX
maiTUM
Hörsaalslam

MeUp
Lange Nacht
Environmental events
GLÜHNIX

…and many more
**BIG EVENTS**

Whether festival, freshmen party or a May event, there is a broad spectrum!

**SMALLER ACTIVITIES**

The Long Night of Universities, slams in lecture halls or interventions – every year many, distinct activities await you!

**WANT TO HELP? YOU’RE ALWAYS WELCOME!**

helfen.fs.tum.de
Our departments on events

... all work together and shape your campus life
Thursday 20th October
9 pm
helfen.fs.tum.de
Up for more?

JUST PASS BY...

TU München
Arcisstr. 17
80333 München

OR CONTACT US:

sv.tum.de  sv@fs.tum.de
sv4tum     089 289 22990
Feel free to ask anything that is on your mind!
Up for more?

JUST PASS BY FOR OUR GAMES NIGHT
12th October 2022
18:30

TU MÜNCHEN
ARCISSTR. 17
80333 MÜNCHEN